The Unfathomable Miracle of BEING: through internal Aramaic Forgiveness
uncover your true nature, which is Love.
(read more)
Life abhors us holding on to, and hiding from ourselves, “dis-ease” energies. Life is designed to bring
us someone who can show us those “dis-ease” energies directly. But when we blame them for what
we are feeling - what we are unknowingly doing to ourselves with our own minds - our minds use the
energies moving in us, the energies resonated by THEM, to build the world of perception, the picture
world we see. It is we who convert these energies into images of "them," false pictures, directed by
our errant minds, and "they" falsely show up inside of us, with our problem attached.
Nothing could be further from the truth than the belief that others cause you to feel, or that others are
responsible for the energy that is moving in you! This errant conclusion leaves us stuck in the belief
that our, "Why Is This Happening TO ME... AGAIN?!" experiences are forced on us from the outside
when the TRUTH is that the world of pained perceptions is a totally internal, self-generated, selfimposed world. This self-imposed world which, without having and applying the tools to change the
content of one's own mind, seems impossible to escape, is usually based on generations of errant
perception, generations of unresolved pain.
And as you free yourself from the capacity to generate any kind of internal pain, you will be opening,
the space to free your generations, and the ultimately the entire world. For each person, willing to go
to this level of healing, we hold in the deepest way possible, the space for you to come out the other
side of this experience with a whole new level of serenity, a new level of aliveness that is beyond the
understanding of the world!
For deeper comprehension of these truths, read, "Why Is This Happening TO ME... AGAIN?!" FREE
at: http://whyagain.org/index.php/en/multimedia/books/why-again
If you can sit quietly in the midst of the turmoil of the cognitive mind, if there be any turmoil, and feel
the underlying current of Love and Serenity that is just below the surface mind's disturbances, you are
approaching the possible Human Life. If not, your untoward projections will ultimately destroy you
unless removed! In the 1st Century Aramaic language, removal was called Forgiveness!
If we are in pain or turmoil, WE are being warned that we have a thought disorder! When we engage
in thoughts that create the "chemistry" of DESTRUCTION, pain is the warning that those thoughts do
not belong in our structures. Thought, compressed into a neuropeptide, when they land on a cell,
create a sensation in the cell we call feelings. These feelings inform the cell, and us, of the quality of
our thoughts, constructive or destructive. We are being shown, at the earliest stage possible, the
eventual outcome of our creative processes. Sadly, most blame others for THEIR warning signals
and subvert the purpose of pain.
Carl Jung said it this way: "UNTIL THE UNCONSCIOUS BECOMES CONSCIOUS IT WILL DIRECT
OUR LIVES AND WE WILL CALL IT FATE."
NEVER forgive another, yourself, or anyone! Pardon them if you wish and, once again, APPLY
FORGIVENESS TO THE ONLY PLACE IT BELONGS - INSIDE YOURSELF! A true understanding of
FORGIVENESS is, "to remove, or evict" from your UNCONSCIOUS, the past, that part of you with
which you make up the perceptual reality, the lie that your brother is the problem in your life. Those
who resonate our hurt are NEVER the cause of our hurt! We have been taught to blame ANYONE -

ourselves and even the ones we cherish most! ANY OBJECT OF ATTENTION (BROTHER OR
SELF) WILL DO WHEN IN DENIAL.
When in fear and/or hostility, how do we get back to Love? By accessing and removing the root
thoughts that cause fear and/or hostility! In the 1st Century, in the Aramaic language, a tool for
accomplishing that purpose was taught. Yes, Forgiveness! When properly understood, and used its
activity accesses and removes the generational impact of hostility and fear. Angry minds, (minds in
denial), have universally made Forgiveness about letting others off the hook for their own internal
conditions. INSANITY! Reminder, never forgive anyone for anything! Use Forgiveness to see, to
access and remove internally generated DISTURBANCES (the only ones you can feel) and be
restored to Love, your birthright!
Here is how the mind is renewed, transformed, and cleaned of the viruses and blockages of a
thousand generations, including those that cause insanity, divorce and death.
39-minute video designed to expand understanding of The Two Possible Worlds, how the mind
creates it's insanity, and clarifies the core of 1st Century Aramaic Forgiveness:
https://youtu.be/fFPn8heN21Q
24-minute video that walks you through the tool of Forgiveness, "how to" remove hurt, upset, “disease”, stress, fear and/or hostility from the Human system! Removal of unconscious pain restores
awareness of Love and resolves addiction. Discovered from 38 years of specific work with the
INTERNAL 1st Century Aramaic Forgiveness Process and ACIM. Here is a PowerPoint video link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNybssMwyQo&list=PLYSZjO1CuNxCb9SrPst9QAO98fkyHUbv&index=6
1st hour of the latest, "Why Is This Happening To Me . . . AGAIN?!" Workshop
https://youtu.be/X_9hMEFyLSg
WE OFFER FREE SUPPORT 5 DAYS A WEEK, 1-2 PM EASTERN TIME, CALL 1-563-999-3581
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